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Abstract
This paper is devoted to the use of an electrodynamical model for lithosphere – atmosphere – ionosphere (LAI)
coupling to explain plasma and electromagnetic earthquake (EQ) precursors. Our consideration is based on the
calculation results of electromagnetic perturbations and ionospheric irregularities accompanying the electric field
and electric current occurring in the global atmosphere – ionosphere electric circuit. Our theoretical results are
confirmed by satellite- and ground-based experimental data of plasma and electromagnetic perturbations
obtained for several days before an EQ. It is shown that the growth of current in the global circuit might result in
the AGW (acoustic gravity wave) instability in the ionosphere, the formation of field-aligned current and plasma
irregularities, magnetic field ULF oscillations and electromagnetic ELF radiation, spectral broadening of VLF
transmitter signals registered by satellites, depressions of ULF magnetic pulsations, VHF radio emissions
generated in the troposphere and propagation of the signals of a VHF transmitter behind the horizon. Moreover,
the generation of electric current in the global circuit is accompanied with the modification of D, E and F
ionospheric layers. All of these phenomena are shown to be attributed just to a single cause; namely, the
variation of conducting electric current in the global circuit by the injection of charged aerosols into the
atmosphere during seismic activity.
Keywords: earthquakes, ionospheric irregularities, lower ionosphere modification, over-the-horizon VHF
propagation, random discharges radiation, TEC perturbation, ULF/ELF electromagnetic emissions
1. Introduction
Satellite- and ground-based data suggest the relationship of lithospheric processes with electromagnetic and
plasma disturbances within the ionosphere. Observational results of preseismic phenomena were discussed in
many reviews (Gokhberg et al., 1988; Liperovsky et al., 1992; Molchanov, 1993; Buchachenko et al., 1996;
Varotsos, 2001; Hayakawa & Molchanov, 2002; Pulinets & Boyarchuk, 2004; Molchanov & Hayakawa, 2008;
Parrot, 2013). In order to understand the numerous ionospheric and electromagnetic earthquake (EQ) precursors,
it is necessary to investigate their physical processes and to construct some models of seismicity effect on the
ionospheric plasma. It is considered currently that this effect is mainly implemented either by acoustic gravity
waves (AGWs) or electric field. The former possible influence of AGWs to the ionosphere during EQ
preparation has been discussed in Mareev et al. (2002), Molchanov et al. (2004), Korepanov et al. (2009), and
Hayakawa et al. (2011a). They considered both the sources of AGW generation and the processes accompanying
the propagation of these waves into the ionosphere. Essentially another physical idea of the latter is used in the
electrodynamical model of plasma and electromagnetic disturbances accompanying the EQ preparation, which
has been discussed in the reviews by Sorokin (2007), Sorokin and Chmyrev (2010), and Sorokin and Hayakawa
(2013). First this model allows us to account for the results of observation of quasi-static electric field both in the
ionosphere and on the Earth’s surface that cannot be explained by other models. In this electrodynamical model
we find a mechanism in which there increases with altitude of the conducting electric current flowing in the
Earth – ionosphere layer and a limitation of electric field on the Earth’s surface. Calculations show that the value
of electric field can attain the order of 10 ｍV/m in the ionosphere, but, at the same time, it does not exceed the
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backgrounnd value on the Earth’s surfaace. This fieldd stimulates thhe developmennt of plasma annd electromag
gnetic
disturbancces which will be consideredd below. The ppresent work iss the second paart of our revieew, the first pa
art of
which wass already publiished in Sorokkin and Hayakkawa (2013). F
First part of ouur review is deevoted to the nature
n
of quasi-sttatic electric fiield occurring in the ionosphhere during EQ
Q preparation. Below, in the second part of
o our
review, wee consider thee formation off plasma and electromagnetic disturbances accompanyying the growth of
electric fieeld and the inteerpretation of oobserved phennomena.
2. Small-S
Scale Ionospheric Irregularrities
2.1 Formaation of Irregullarities by AGW
W Instability inn the Electric F
Field
The growtth of electric field
f
in the ionnosphere leadss to an instabillity of AGWs (Sorokin et al., 1998; Sorok
kin &
Chmyrev, 1999a). The origin of thiis instability iis related withh transformattions of heatinng emitted by
y the
ionospheriic current intoo the wave ennergy. Propagation of AGW
Ws in this casse results in tthe perturbatio
on of
conductiviity and electricc current, and on certain connditions the heeating emitted by the electricc current leadss to a
growth off AGW amplittude. The enerrgy source of this instabilityy is an EMF ((electromotivee force) of ambient
electric fieeld. The energyy of this field iis transferred tto the wave ennergy, and its vvalue grows wiith the electric field.
The value of critical fieeld is defined bby an equalityy of the heatinng energy amoount of disturbbed current and the
energy am
mount dissipatinng by magnetiic viscosity. Foor the field lesss than the crittical value, thee initial disturb
bance
damps, whhile for the fielld greater thann the critical onne the wave buuilds up. Our eestimation show
ws that the value of
critical fieeld is (6~10)mV
V/m. Figure 1 depicts a calcculation resultt of the frequenncy dependence of the refra
active
index n(ω)) and absorptioon coefficient κ(ω). The figuure shows thatt in the vicinitty of Brunt-Vääisälä frequenc
cy ωg
the refractive index increease in severall times and thee absorption cooefficient is neegative, attaininng a minimal value,
v
so that thee amplitude of waves with freequency ωg is exponentially enhanced. Theese waves are superimposed over
the backgground, forminng a periodical structure w
with spatial sccale l=πa/ωg n(ωg) (a: souund velocity). The
refractive index attains a maximum vvalue n(ωg), whhich leads to a significant rreduction of w
wave phase velocity
vg=a/n(ωg))<a in comparrison to the souund velocity aa. Exponential growth of thee AGW amplitude in the ele
ectric
field in thhe ionospheree is limited by vortex form
mation, and thhis nonlinear stage of development of wave
w
instability was extensiively consideered by Chm
myrev and Soorokin (2010)). The nonlinnear equation
n for
low-frequeency branch of
o AGWs has been derived, which is a sttationary soluttion of the equuation in nonlinear
stage of w
wave propagatiion with constaant velocity. T
The current funnction derivedd shows that thhe instability in the
electric fieeld transforms AGWs in the dipole vortexx. For the electtric field greateer than the thrreshold value, there
are generaated the dipole vortex structuures in the ionoosphere.

Figure 1. T
The frequencyy dependence oof the refractioon index and abbsorption coeffficient of acouustic-gravity waves
w
in the ionospphere in the prresence of an eexternal electriic field
The curve 1 correspondss to the case off α=0.2 and the curve 2, to thhe case of α=11, where α is thhe variation off ions
density rellative to that of molecular deensity in the waave (Sorokin eet al., 1998).
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The perturrbation of plassma in a vortexx changes sim
multaneously thhe conductivityy inside the voortex that results in
the formaation of horizzontal irregulaarities of connductivity in the lower ioonosphere. Thheir appearanc
ce is
accompaniied with the formation of plasma irreguularities elonggated along thhe magnetic field in the upper
u
ionospheree (Sorokin et al.,
a 1998, 2000), and such iirregularities oof conductivityy change the ionospheric ele
ectric
fields. Higgh conductiviity along maggnetic field linnes results inn the electric field propagaation to the upper
u
ionospheree and the maggnetosphere. Thhe fields are ttransferred by the field-alignned currents w
which are close
ed by
the transvverse currents in the ionospphere due to P
Pedersen condductivity. Sincce the field-alligned currents are
carried byy electrons whiile the transveerse currents arre carried by iions, the upwaard propagatioon of the transv
verse
electric fieeld is followedd by the local variations of plasma densityy. This meanss that the excittation of horizontal
spatial struucture of condductivity in thee lower ionospphere may resuult in the form
mation of plasm
ma layers elong
gated
along the geomagnetic field. Transveerse spatial sccale of the layyers coincidess with the scaale of conducttivity
irregularitiies. Sorokin et al. (1998) m
made an estimaation of the reelative changees of plasma ddensity in the layer
elongated along the maggnetic field ∆N
N/N0 ≈ (1.6~16) % and of tthe transverse spatial scale oof irregularitie
es l ≈
4~40 km. Figure 2 depicts a schemattic illustrationn and an exam
mple of satellitte registration of plasma de
ensity
fluctuationns and ULF (ultra
(
low freqquency) oscilllations of geoomagnetic fielld. When a saatellite crosses the
field-alignned currents annd related field-aligned plaasma irregularrities with velocity 8 km/s the oscillation
ns of
plasma dennsity and ULF
F oscillations oof geomagneticc field with am
mplitude b ≈ 5nnT are registereed with period
d ∆t ≈
(0.4~4) s.. The theorettical researchees implementted allow us to formulatee the mechannism of horizontal
irregularitiies in the loweer ionosphere and plasma laayers elongatedd along the maagnetic field. T
These irregularities
are excitedd when the elecctric field exceeeds the criticaal value (5-10)) mV/m.

Figure 22. Schema and examples of ssatellite observvations of ULF
F magnetic field oscillations, electron numb
ber
density fluctuations annd ELF electroomagnetic emiissions caused by the formatiion of ionosphhere conductiviity
irreegularities (Chhmyrev et al., 11989, 1997)
1. Earthquuake. 2. Irreguularities of thee ionosphere conductivity. 3. Field-aligned currents annd irregularities of
electron nuumber density.. 4. Satellite traajectory crossiing the disturbbed region.
t
the develoopment of AG
GW instability in the ionosphere leading tto the formatio
on of
It is necesssary to note that
significantt spatial gradieents of plasma density and alllocated structture of field-aligned currentss at certain gra
adient
values cauuses the splittiing of currentt layers and ggeneration of filamentary sttructures with characteristic size
across the magnetic fieldd of the order of 100 m in thhe upper ionossphere (Chmyrrev et al., 2008). The importtance
myrev et al. (1999).
of these efffects in appliccations to EQ- related ionosppheric disturbaances was firstt noted by Chm
Chmyrev et al. (1988) also
a
demonstrrated the effeccts of plasma and field-alignned current fillamentation du
ue to
strong plaasma density gradients
g
in thhe high-latitudde ionosphere. Streltsov et al. (1990) haave shown tha
at the
parallel cuurrent sheets orr the solitary ccurrent disturbaances in the auuroral plasma ggenerate the vvortex chains. Thus,
T
our calcullations made in this section indicate tthat one can expect two characteristic spatial scaless for
seismic-related ionospheeric disturbancces: 4-40 km annd ~100 m acrross the magneetic field.
The plasm
ma and electroomagnetic effeects connectedd with AGW instabilities annd the formattion of small-scale
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irregularities are confirmed by numerous satellite- and ground-based observations in seismic regions. Further
analyses of satellite data revealed the electric field disturbances up to 15 mV/m in the ionosphere over a typhoon
region (Isaev et al., 2002; Sorokin et al., 2005). Generation of such fields is accompanied by the local growth of
plasma density and formation of magnetic field-aligned plasma layers with transverse scales 10-20 km and 20-40
km. In the records observed onboard the satellite crossing these layers they are seen as plasma density
fluctuations, and similar results are repeated for dozens of events. The argument for the formation of
field-aligned currents in the ionosphere resulting in the formation of plasma irregularity can be found in the
satellite data presented by Chmyrev et al. (1989). Figure 2 shows such an example of the variations of two
horizontal magnetic field components in the frequency range of 0.1-8 Hz along with the vertical component of
quasi-static electric field which were observed onboard the IB-1300 satellite within a 15-min interval before the
EQ occurred on January 12, 1982 at 17.50.26 UT. The quasi-static electric field 3-7 mV/m was observed in two
specific zones: above the EQ focus and in its magnetically conjugate region, and the corresponding size was
(1°-1.5°) in latitude. The amplitude of geomagnetic pulsations at the frequency about 1 Hz observed in these
regions was ~ 3 nT. The physical model presented above predicts a growth of the electric field in the ionosphere
above the zone of a developing EQ and then the AGW dissipative instability. As a result the horizontal
irregularities of ionospheric conductivity are formed and there arise field-aligned currents. The small-scale
(4-10km) fluctuations of plasma density dNe/Ne  3-8 % correlated with the increase in seismic-related ELF
(extremely low frequency) emission intensity were registered (Chmyrev et al., 1997), and the sizes of disturbed
zones of plasma density dNe and ELF waves occupy a latitude range (3°-4.5°). An analysis of COSMOS-1809
satellite data on ELF emissions shows that electromagnetic waves at the frequencies 140-450 Hz were regularly
observed in the ionosphere over the region of enhanced aftershock activity independently of geophysical
conditions. This result was primarily obtained by Serebryakova et al. (1992) on the basis of analyses of the first
three events from COSMOS - 1809 and of the data of AUREOL -3 satellites. Chmyrev et al. (1997) confirmed
this result by two other events. The new result of this study is that the small-scale plasma irregularities dNe/Ne ~
3-8 % with characteristic scales 4-10 km along the orbit have been revealed in geomagnetic field tubes
connected with the EQ epicenter region, in which seismic-related ELF (extremely low frequency) emissions
were detected simultaneously. These results are confirmed by recent satellite DEMETER data (Akhoondzadeh,
2013), which revealed ULF oscillations of magnetic field (1-3) days before an EQ on 29.09.2009 in the vicinity
of Samoa. Electromagnetic perturbations in magnetic tubes connected with the EQ epicenter are observed during
several days before the event. Similar ULF/ELF electromagnetic field and plasma perturbation were registered
by satellite DEMETER during an EQ with magnitude М>6.0 in Chili (Zhang et al., 2011).
2.2 VLF/ELF Electromagnetic Effects
These irregularities can play a role of whistler ducts (Sorokin et al., 2000). The estimated transverse size of ducts
and their separation are ~10 km, and the relative plasma density enhancement within the duct is of the order of a
few percent. So we studied the principal possibility of duct formation and modification of whistler propagation
characteristics under the influence of seismic-related disturbances of DC electric field in the lower ionosphere.
The model predicts the following effects which could be identified in the experimental data:
1) The movement of plasma irregularities (ducts) in the horizontal direction with the velocity less than or of the
order of the velocity of sound in the E layer;
2) The multi-ray (fine) structure of whistlers associated with the structure of the distribution of plasma
irregularities excited by AGW;
3) The correlation of anomalous whistlers with the enhancement of DC electric field and plasma density
oscillations as well as with the formation of field-aligned electric currents and associated transverse magnetic
field disturbances (ULF magnetic pulsations).
Hayakawa et al. (1993) studied the possible influence of seismic activity on the propagation of magnetospheric
whistlers at low latitudes. Using the whistler data observed at Sugadaira in Japan, they have found that a drastic
change in the characteristics of low-latitude whistlers is observed prior to an EQ, in such a way that the
anomalous whistlers with dispersions greater than twice the typical value, exhibit a substantial increase in
occurrence during seismic activity. This suggests the generation of well-defined whistler ducts before and after
the seismic activity.
The effects of small-scale plasma density irregularities in the ionosphere over the seismic zone on the
characteristics of VLF (very low frequency) transmitter signals propagated through these disturbances and then
registered onboard a satellite, have been investigated by Chmyrev et al. (2008), and their main effect consists in
observable spectral broadening of VLF signals. The calculations have given spatial scales of plasma density
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irregularitiies across the magnetic fielld of the orderr of or less thhan 100 m. Thhese size irreggularities produ
uce a
noticeable effect on VLF
F signal spectrral broadeningg, which is most pronouncedd in the case w
when the transm
mitter
frequency is above, but close to the loocal LHR (low
wer hybrid resonance) frequenncy in the regiion where therre are
present sm
mall scale irreggularities, whicch sets the reqquirement that the VLF transsmitter frequenncy be in the range
r
from 10 tto 20 kHz. This
T
corresponnds to the opperational bannd of most V
VLF transmitteers. For the 100m
1
irregularitiies we get thee spectral broaadening ~100 Hz that can eeasily be regisstered by a sim
mple VLF receiver
onboard saatellites, proviided that the V
VLF transmitteer power is higgh enough. Thhis effect togetther with the direct
d
satellite m
measurements of plasma density variatioons can be uused as an efffective tool for diagnostic
cs of
seismic-related ionospheeric disturbancces and therefoore considered as a possible iionospheric precursor to an EQ.
E
Accordingg to a mechannism of electroomagnetic ELF
F precursors tto EQs (Borisoov et al., 19999), there arises the
enhanced ELF emissioon in the uppper ionospherre when pulsed electromaggnetic radiatioon from lightning
dischargess propagating in the Earthh-ionosphere w
waveguide is scattered by lower ionosppheric conducttivity
inhomogenneities over ann EQ region. Figure 3 illustraates a schemattic illustration and an example of ELF radiation
in the upper ionosphere,, and intensitiees of lightningg induced whisstler mode wavves in the uppper ionosphere vary
substantiallly depending on lightning aactivity. The m
modeling yieldss the maximum
m of magneticc field amplitude of
ELF emisssions generated in this scatteering process oof the order off b  (1  2) ppT in the frequuency range (2
200 
500) Hz. T
The lowest eiigenmode of ssubionosphericc waveguide ((TM (transversse magnetic) m
mode) exhibitts the
weakest atttenuation at frrequencies below 1 kHz andd can therefore propagate oveer large distancces. Because of
o the
high conduuctivity of the Earth near thee Earth's surfaace, the electricc field of this mode is directted vertically and
a a
horizontal electric field component
c
apppears with an iincrease in altiitude. Its valuee approaches thhe amplitude of
o the
vertical coomponent overr the spectral raange 100-10000 Hz at altitudes of 115 to 1220 km, where the conductiviity of
the ionospphere is at maaximum. Horizzontal componnents of the eelectric field ppulses from lightning discharges
induce poolarization currrents at the cconductivity iinhomogeneitiees. The radiaation from theese currents which
w
depends on frequency, propagates
p
in whistler modee upward into the upper ionnosphere and tthe magnetosphere.
On board satellites wee observe thiss radiation at the same geeomagnetic fieeld lines wheere plasma de
ensity
inhomogennities are obsserved. Blecki et al. (2010,, 2011) have observed the intensive EL
LF radiation in
n the
ionospheree during (1-6)) days before several EQs with great am
mplitude. It w
was shown thaat this radiatio
on is
correlated in time and sppace with the hheating anomaly observed byy NOAA-18 saatellite at the eeve of a huge EQ
E in
2008 in Siichuan. Severaal other mechaanisms of the generation off such radiatioon have been ddiscussed (e.g.., see
Liperovskyy et al., 1992; Molchanov eet al., 1993), bbut our calculaations showed that these mecchanisms prod
duced
much weakker effects thaan those observved experimenntally over the sspectral range covering seveeral hundred Hz.

Figure 33. The generattion mechanism
m of electromaagnetic ELF w
wave precursorss to EQs (Boriisov et al., 1999)
Upper pannel: the satellite data on ELF
F emissions at the frequenciees of 140 and 4450 Hz in the disturbed mag
gnetic
tube (Sereebryakova et. al., 1992). B
Bottom panel: the schema for re-emittedd ELF radiatiion into the upper
u
ionospheree. EM pulses radiated by liightning dischharges and proopagated in thhe subionospheeric waveguide are
scattered bby the irregulaarities of ionoosphere conductivity. 1 – Thhunderstorms, 2 – Electric field of wave, 3 –
Irregularitiies of ionosphere conductiviity, 4 – Plasmaa irregularities,, 5 – Satellite ttrajectory.
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2.3 ULF E
Electromagnetiic Effects
The formaation of lithosspheric sourcees of ULF raddiation on thee Earth’s surfaace and possibble propagatio
on of
radiation innto the ionospphere have beenn discussed byy different worrkers (Fittermaan, 1979; Molcchanov et al., 1995;
1
Pilipenko et al., 1999; Molchanov, 11999; Surkov & Pilipenko, 1999; Sorokiin and Pokhottelov, 2010a), who
consideredd the physical processes
p
resuulting in the eleectric current ggeneration. Along with the liithospheric sou
urces
of ULF raadiation it is possible
p
to forrm the ionosphheric sources of radiation stimulated by tthe perturbatio
on of
current in the global ciircuit at an evve of EQs. Soorokin et al. ((2002, 2003) have proposed a mechanism of
generationn of ULF oscilllations in term
ms of the form
mation of perioodic irregulariities of ionosppheric conductivity.
This mechhanism is bassed on the genneration of gyyro-tropic wavves (GWs) byy the interactiion of backgrround
electromaggnetic field with
w these irreggularities. Theese waves firstt reported by Sorokin and Fedorovich (1
1982)
propagate within a thin layer
l
of lower ionosphere allong the Earth surface in low
w and middle llatitudes with small
s
attenuationn and with phaase velocities tens to hundreeds km/s. Som
me geophysicall effects of GW
Ws are analyse
ed by
Sorokin (11988) and Sorrokin and Yasschenko (19888). Further deevelopment off the theory off these waves was
fulfilled bby Sorokin annd Pokhotelov (2005). The scheme of generation of m
magnetic fieldd ULF oscilla
ations
connected with the propagation of GW
Ws in a conduccting layer of thhe ionosphere is presented inn Figure 4. Various
sources arre capable to generate backkground electrromagnetic noise in ULF raange, but the most powerfu
ul are
thunderstoorms. Oscillatinng noise of thee electric field forms the polarization curreents by conducctivity irregula
arities
in the ionoosphere, and thhese horizontaal periodic elecctric currents w
with the spatiaal scale ~10 km
m are considered as
a source oof GWs. Generration and proopagation of thhese waves leaads to the exccitation of narrrow band mag
gnetic
oscillationns in the frequeency range of 01 to 10 Hz oon the ground, result in an innterference effe
fect. Its value in the
EQ epicennter reaches appproximately 220-25 % abovve the undisturrbed backgrounnd level. The spectral maximum
amplitude decreases in dependence oon distance froom the EQ eppicenter and thhe spectral maaximum frequ
uency
decreases m
monotonouslyy in dependencce on the spatiaal scale of irreggularities.

Figure 4. S
Schema of form
mation of ULF
F geomagneticc pulsations gennerated in the ionosphere (uppper panel) and the
calculateed normalized spectrum of ggeomagnetic osscillations for the different sppatial scale off inhomogeneitties
(loower panel)
Curve 1 coorresponds to the spatial scaale of inhomogeneities 15 kkm; curve 2 coorresponds to the spatial sca
ale of
inhomogenneities 30 km. (Sorokin et all., 2003)
further consideered the spectrrum of waves generated by iirregularities in the
Sorokin annd Hayakawa (2008) have fu
layer of H
Hall conductiviity with finite thickness andd in the layer oof Pedersen coonductivity. Thhey obtained a few
spectral linnes related with the thickness of the layerr with Hall conductivity andd also the absoorption of wav
ves is
related to P
Pedersen condductivity. If thee source of waaves is located in a horizontaal direction wiith spatial scale
e, for
example, of 100 km, thhe frequency spectrum of m
magnetic pulssations to be eexpected exhiibits 6 lines in
n the
ULF/ELF frequency 1-330 Hz as show
wn in Figure 5. Characteristiccs of the line sspectrum are ddefined by both the
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parameterss of the ionosppheric irregulaarities and elecctro-physical pparameters of tthe ionospheree. The amplitude of
this magneetic pulsation is basically deefined by the iintensity of ionnospheric irreggularities and its spatial stru
ucture
and absorpption of the wave.
w
The freequency of speectral line maaxima are deteermined by thhe thickness of the
conductingg layer, and thhe width of thoose spectral linnes is defined bby the width oof spatial specttrum of ionosp
phere
irregularitiies and the rattio between Peedersen and H
Hall conductivity. The disperrsion relation oof these wavess was
consideredd by Sorokin et al. (2009).
The grounnd-based meaasurements yieelded the dettection of succh discrete naarrow-band sppectra of the ELF
electromaggnetic oscillatiions during seismic enhanceement, volcaniic eruptions orr spacecraft fligghts. Rauscherr and
Van Bise ((1999) found that
t
the spectrrum maxima aare located appproximately at separate frequuencies of 2, 6,
6 11,
and 17 Hzz, and these processes
p
seem
m to be assocciated with thee formation of horizontal irrregularities of the
ionospheriic conductivities (Sorokin & Hayakawa, 20008).

Figure 5. An examplee of computatioonal results onn the frequencyy spectrum in U
ULF/ELF bandd of ionospherric
pulsatiions to be obseerved on the Eaarth’s surface ((Sorokin & Haayakawa, 20088)
Hayakawaa et al. (2011b)) have observeed the excitatioon of Schumannn resonance ((SR)-like line emissions posssibly
related witth large EQs. The
T SR-like liine emissions hhave been deteected in Japann in possible asssociation with
h two
huge EQs in Japan. Thee frequencies oof those line eemissions are likely to be shhifted from thhe conventiona
al SR
harmonicss by a significaant amount of 1∼2 Hz, but thheir temporal variation seem
ms to suggest a close relation
nship
with the cconventional SRs.
S
This phennomenon is innterpreted in tterms of the gground detectiion of GWs in
n the
ionospheriic dynamo regiion, being excited by the seismogenic noisses from below
w in the ELF SR band (Hayak
kawa
et al., 20100).
In any connventional approach to manyy geophysical pproblems relatted to ULF maagnetic pulsatioons, the ionosp
phere
is approximated by a laayer with hom
mogeneous connductivity, whiich is connected with the reegular conducttivity
profile inteegrated over height.
h
Howeveer there are som
me indicationss that such a siimple model iss not valid eve
en for
ULF frequuency range, and
a we have to take into acccount the exisstence of realiistic ionospherric perturbations in
conductiviity. The variatiions in plasma density can prroduce, severaal times, an inccrease in “effecctive” conductivity,
which is inncluded in the considerationn of ULF wavee characteristiccs. Sorokin et al. (2004) connsider depression in
the intensiity of ULF magnetic
m
pulsattions, which iss observed onn the ground ssurface due to the appearanc
ce of
irregularitiies in the ionosphere. It is supposed thaat oblique Alfv
fvén waves in the ULF freqquency range have
propagatedd downward from
f
the maggnetosphere thhrough the thinn ionosphere with horizonttal irregularitie
es of
ionospheriic conductivityy. It is furtheer shown that ULF pulsatioon intensity ccan be essentiially decreased
d for
frequenciees f = 0.001-1.0 Hz in nighttime, but the change iss negligible iin daytime inn coincidence with
observatioonal results.
Molchanovv et al. (2003)) and Schekotoov et al. (20066) have reportted results of U
ULF magneticc field observa
ations
(0.003- 5.00 Hz) at Kamcchatka region during a longg period of seismic activatioon. They foundd a remarkable
e and
statisticallyy reliable UL
LF intensity ddepression sevveral days before strong seeismic shockss. This effect was
especially clear in nighhttime and foor the filter chhannels 0.01-00.1 Hz, but iit was absent in daytime. They
interpretedd the effect in terms of the aassumption of A
AWG intensiffication induceed by changes in temperature
e and
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pressure nnear the groundd due to the ggas and water rrelease duringg the course off EQ preparatiion. Appearance of
gravity waves in the ionosphere
i
leaads to the occcurrence of iirregularities aand to the chhange of effe
ective
ionospheriic conductivityy. An alternatiive assumptionn as it was shhown above is that the channges of ionospheric
conductiviity is connecteed with irregullarities appearred by AGW innstabilities in the electric field and ionosp
phere
heating byy the ionosphheric current inn a seismic rregion. It seem
ms that theoreetical results hhere coincide with
observatioonal data reportted by Molchaanov et al. (20003).
3. Large-S
Scale Irregulaarities of the IIonosphere
3.1 D Layeer of the Ionosp
sphere
Electric cuurrent perturbation in the gglobal circuit by an additioonal EMF is aaccompanied bby the ionospheric
modification. The modeel for perturbaation of electrron and ion deensities in thee ionospheric D region has been
assumed bby Laptukhov et al. (2009), w
who studied thhe mechanism
m on the change in electron aand ion densitiies in
the ionosppheric D regionn due to the eleectric current fflowing in the atmospheric–iionospheric eleectric circuit. There
T
exists the current distuurbance in thhis circuit oveer the regionns of increaseed seismic, m
meteorological, and
thunderstoorm activities. In the frameework of the model, we coonsider the innfluence of traansportation of the
electrons aand ions undeer the action of the electric ffield on the foormation of a disturbance inn the D region
n and
heating off the plasma electron
e
compponent by the field. At an intensificationn of the electrric current flowing
through thhe ionosphericc D region, the stationary vvertical distribuution of the pplasma densityy at heights off this
region is ddifferent substaantially from itts undisturbedd distribution. IIn quiet condittions the valuee of the background
electric cuurrent density ~10
~ -12 A/m2 coorresponds to tthis distribution. The changees in the electriic current and so in
the electricc field in the atmospheric–io
a
onospheric cirrcuit during thhe occurrence oof intense proccesses in the lower
atmospherre, might lead to the formattion of a disturrbance in the spatial distribbution of chargged particles in
n the
lower ionoosphere. This disturbance occcurs in the D region becauuse of both thee transportatioon of electronss and
ions by thhe electric current and the heating of electrons. Figuure 6 depicts the calculatioon result of sp
patial
distribution of electron density
d
derivedd by Laptukhoov et al. (2009)). The downwaard transportattion of electron
ns by
the upwarrd electric currrent, leads to an increase iin the plasma density at heeights below 770 km. It hap
ppens
because ellectrons have no
n time to attaach to neutral molecules at lower altitudees. For the currrent density of
o the
order of ~((10-9-10-8) A/m
m2, the densityy of electrons aand ions at heiights of (50-600) km can increease by an ord
der of
magnitudee. Then the traansportation off charged partiicles by the eleectric field plaays a more subbstantial role in the
formation of the disturbaance than the heating of elecctrons by this field. With thee reverse direcction of the ele
ectric
current, thhe plasma denssity in the D reegion decreases as comparedd with its valuee in quiet condditions. An increase
in the elecctric field whicch can reach a value of the oorder of a few V/m at heightts of about 60 km correspon
nds to
the intensiification of thee quasi-static cuurrents in the iionospheric D region.

Figure 6. A
An example off results of calcculating the eleectron density spatial distribuution in the ionnospheric D re
egion
in the case when
w
the electriic current flow
ws above a seismic region (Laaptukhov et al., 2009)
To investiggate ionospherric dynamics dduring a long tiime we use thee well-known rradio-physicall sounding metthods.
Among them are the dettermination off altitude depenndence of elecctron density bby sounding booth from below
w and
from abovve, the Dopplerr sounding of pplasma velocity
ty, the determinnation of total electron conteents (TEC) witth the
use of GPS
S (global posittioning system
m) receiver net and the identiffication of pertturbation of thhe upper waveg
guide
wall on thhe basis of obbservation of aamplitude andd phase of the radio signals. Long-term oobservations of
o the
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ionospheric state by each of these methods reveal the occurrence of different anomalies in the observed signals
to be interpreted in terms of the mechanism of the interaction of the current in global circuit with the ionospheric
plasma. The data manifesting modification of the ionospheric D region over epicenters of future EQs were
presented by Hayakawa et al. (2005), Nickolaenko et al. (2006), and Ohta et al. (2006). In these papers
anomalous effects were detected at observatories of the SRs near seismically active regions. The anomalies are
mainly characterized by a sharp increase in the amplitude of the fourth SR and substantial shift of its frequency
(~1 Hz). As far as the parameters of the SRs are governed by the properties of the Earth–ionosphere waveguide,
this effect was interpreted as a result of changes in the ionization degree in the D layer and changes in the height
of reflection and absorption of VLF waves. The available models of disturbance of the D layer are based on the
use of the equation of photochemical balance of densities of charged and neutral particles forming the plasma at
these heights. For example, Martynenko et al. (1996), Grimalsky et al. (2003), and Rapoport et al. (2004)
considered a disturbance in the ionospheric D region electron density under the action of electric field based on
the process of electron heating and changes in the rate constants of recombination and attachment depending on
the electron temperature. The shift in the photochemical balance related to this leads to changes in the electron
collision frequency, which influences radio wave propagation. It was shown that the electric field at a height of
about 60 km should reach 1 V/m in order to explain the observed effect. Laptukhov et al. (2009) consider a
model of generation of disturbances in the ionospheric D region as a result of charge transportation with flowing
of an electric current. The electric field of the flowing currents leads to the transport of electrons and positively
and negatively charged ions in the ionospheric D region. In the upper part of the layer there exist free electrons,
whereas in its lower part there are present negatively charged ions which appear as a result of rapid attachment
of electrons to neutral molecules. At the flowing of the electric current, a layer of enhanced electron density is
formed due to the transportation and change in the type of charge carriers.
3.2 E Layer of the Ionosphere
The perturbation of electric current in the global circuit is caused by modification of the ionospheric E layer.
Sorokin et al. (2006) have shown that the electric current flowing into the ionosphere from the atmosphere leads
to an increase in the E layer plasma density, who presents the method for calculating the spatial distribution of
electron number density perturbations in the bottom ionosphere due to the appearance of external electric current
in the near-earth atmosphere. The origin of plasma density enhancement is that atmospheric electric currents
carry positive charged ions upward and magnetospheric field-aligned electric currents carry electrons downward
to the ionosphere. Furthermore, the horizontal electric field of conductive current carries negatively charged ions
by drift in the ionosphere. Positive ions of the atmospheric conductive electric current flowing into the
ionosphere are compensated by electrons of the field-aligned current and negative charged ions by the current
flowing along the conducting layer of the ionosphere. As a result, we expect an increase in plasma density in the
lower ionosphere. We have derived a system of nonlinear equations for plasma density and electric field in the
lower ionosphere at a given electric current in the global circuit. These equations are used for computing the
spatial distribution of electron density. Figure 7 illustrates an example of calculation results. Large gradient of
electron number density in the bottom boundary of this layer can stimulate the turbulence, which forms the
anomalous sporadic-E layer over the disaster region. Drift of the long-lived metallic ions by the electric field of
conductive current results in the occurrence of a rather thin layer of electron number density in the lower
ionosphere, and this layer can be registered as anomalous sporadic-E layer. Thus, appearance of the external
electric current in the lower atmosphere over the region of disasters can lead to the formation of lower
ionospheric disturbances including the anomalous sporadic-E layers. The mechanism presented above can be
applied to the interpretation of observation data of ionospheric disturbances over the disasters such as EQs,
typhoons, nuclear station catastrophes, dust storms and other ones which lead to the formation of an external
electric current in the lower atmosphere.
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Figure 7. C
Calculation ressult of electronn number denssity distributionn in the ionosppheric E - regioon disturbed by
y the
eleectric current fflowing abovee a seismic regiion (Sorokin eet al., 2006)
wth of seism
mic-related quaasi-static elecctric field inn the ionosphhere changes significantly
y the
The grow
characterisstics of AGWss as shown byy Sorokin and P
Pokhotelov (22014), who havve shown that background IGWs
(internal ggravity wavess) propagatingg from the low
wer atmospheere up to ionospheric heigghts are caused by
oscillationns of the ionossphere. The annalysis of thee averaged speectra of backgground perturbbations showed
d the
existence of spectral linnes. The rule oof frequency sselection is diffferent from thhat for a resonnator since in each
moment one can observve the waves w
with different frequencies. O
Only being aveeraged over a substantially large
time domaain one can revveal predominaance of the waaves with speccific frequenciees. The interacction of the wind in
the ionospphere with the geomagnetic field leads too the appearannce of Amperee’s force, the vvertical gradient of
which moodifies the feattures of IGWss (Sorokin & Pokhotelov, 22010b). Theree arises the discrete spectrum of
perturbatioons with a basic period of 300 min. Duringg EQ preparatioon in the ionosphere above the epicentral zone
there appeears the quasi-sstatic electric ffield with the amplitude of 110 mV/m, whiich increases thhe Ampere’s force,
f
formed byy the wind. Bassed on the calcculations by Sorokin and Pookhotelov (2014), the wave ggas pressure an
nd its
normal derrivative are coontinuous for seelected periods during the prropagation acrross a conductiive layer, wherre the
Ampere’s force operatess. This means tthat the wavess with these peeriods are not aaffected by thiis force. The action
a
of the Amppere’s force dooes not provide the arrest onn the waves witth other periodds. However, thhe influence of this
layer on thhese waves ressults in their sccattering, so thhat the waves whose period does not satissfy the conditio
on of
propagatioon across the conductive
c
layyer, damp stronngly. This leads to predomiinant growth oof the amplitud
de of
perturbatioons with discrete spectrum, the period of which satisfiees such a conddition. A calcuulation result of
o the
period of discrete spectrral maxima att the growth of electric fieldd is presented in Figure 8. T
The increase in
n the
Ampere’s force due to thhe electric fieldd of seismic orrigin results inn the appearancce in the specttrum of ionospheric
oscillationns of maxima with short peeriods of the order of 10 aand 22 min. T
They are reallly observed in
n the
experimennts.

Figure 8. T
The values of periods
p
correspponding to speectral maxima of oscillationss in the lower iionosphere. Ciircles
– the electric field is zero, and squuares – the electric field equaals 9 mV/m (S
Sorokin & Pokhhotelov, 2014))
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For the study of long-term ionosphere dynamics, we use special well-tested radio-physical methods. In some
studies (e.g., Biagi et al., 2004; Rozhnoi et al., 2005, 2007; Hayakawa, 2007) the specific variations of the
amplitude and phase of VLF signals were observed, the traces of which were close to the epicentres of the
forthcoming EQs. The transmitters and receivers of these waves (20-50 kHz) propagating in the
Earth-ionosphere waveguide were located on the ground. Such anomalies arise before an EQ with magnitudes M
> 3 3-10 days before the event. The characteristics of propagation of VLF/LF (VLF, 3-30 kHz, LF, 30-300 kHz)
signals in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide are defined on one hand by the electric conductivity of the Earth’s
surface and on the other hand by the conductivity of the lower ionosphere. The conductivity of the Earth’s
surface is of a minor effect to the variation. The observed perturbations in the signal are mainly dependent on the
condition of reflection height; the value of electron density and its gradient near the boundary of the lower
ionosphere. The extensive review of the action of seismic processes on the lower ionosphere was given by
Hayakawa (2007), who presented the proofs of existence of the ionosphere perturbations related to the EQs using
a statistical analysis and separate case studies. The change in the position of characteristic minima in the diurnal
course of phase and amplitude during sunrise and sunset a few days prior strong EQs in Japan was presented in
the papers by Hayakawa et al. (1996) and Molchanov and Hayakawa (1998). Biagi et al. (2004) give the data of
the signal level in the VLF/LF range propagating along the five traces. The explicit decreases in the signal
intensity before the EQ epicenters which were close to the traces of the signals were found. Rozhnoi et al. (2005)
analyzed the signals of a transmitter (40 kHz) located in Japan from 01.07.2004 to 24.01.2005, and the receiver
was located in Kamchatka. A series of EQs appeared during this time near the signal propagation trace. They
have shown that during a few days prior to the EQs in each series there were anomalies in the form of decreases
in the amplitude and phase of the signals. The spectra of perturbations were also analyzed, which have shown
that in the spectra on quiet as well as disturbed days the main maxima correspond to the period of 30-35 min.
Moreover, during seismic activity there is evidence of appearance of maxima with 20-25 min and 10-12 min. It
should be noted further that the analysis of spectra of amplitude and phase variations during magnetospheric
substorms does not reveal such an effect. Rozhnoi et al. (2007) presented further observations of VLF/LF
amplitude and phase perturbations propagating along three wave traces together with DEMETER satellite data
during two periods of seismic activity in Kamchatka-Japan region. They found explicit anomalies in the
characteristics of signals on the ground and on board the satellite during a period of seismic activity. Perturbation
of the conductive current in the global circuit above the seismic region is considered to trigger such modification
of the altitude profile of electron concentration, which is the cause of the appearance of anomalies of the signals
in the VLF/LF range. As the confirmation of such a possibility the data obtained by Fux and Shubova (1995)
during Chernobyl accident may help. They have shown that strong discharges of radioactive substances and
aerosols into the atmosphere was accompanied by the variation of the phase and amplitude of the VLF signal
along the propagation trace that passes the region of the accident. An analysis carried by Martynenko et al.
(1996) showed that such perturbations of the characteristics of VLF propagation may arise due to the increase in
the electric field in the lower ionosphere boundary up to the value ~1 V/m. Along with the rearrangement of the
altitude profile of plasma density in the upper ionosphere above a seismically active region, the formation of
sporadic layers in the lower ionosphere has been really observed (Ondoh & Hayakawa, 2002; Ondoh, 2003). The
critical frequency of the sporadic E layer, f0Es, reached 89 MHz in daytime, which corresponds to a number
density of electrons ~106 cm-3. High-altitude rocket measurements in the medium-latitude ionosphere showed
that the electron number density in the sporadic layer was 2 × 105 cm-3, and the electric field in this layer reached
10 mV/m (Yokoyama et al., 2002). It was an attempt to explain the sporadic E layer occurrence by radon
injection in the atmosphere, in which they assumed that radon is transferred to the top of a cloud with low
temperature and it produces the positive charged ice crystals. While the bottom part of the cloud is charged
negative. Such a sporadic layer is generated as a result of electrostatic ionization of lower ionosphere by electric
discharges in the cloud. Liperovsky et al. (1997) and Meister et al. (2002) considered the mechanism for
sporadic layer formation by acoustic and internal gravity waves. However, the above-mentioned model for the
formation of ionospheric irregularities by electric current disturbances on the global circuit is coordinated with
other numerous plasma and electromagnetic data.
3.3 F Layer of the Ionosphere
Perturbation of electric current in the global circuit over a seismic region leads to significant modification of the
ionospheric F layer registered as the variation of TEC (Sorokin et al., 2012c; Ruzhin et al., 2014). The TEC
variation is defined by the plasma concentration change in the ionospheric F layer in the altitude interval (200 –
1000) km. For the TEC calculation we take into account just the sufficient vertical transport of charged particles
only due to the smallness of horizontal derivatives of macroscopic parameters. As follows from observational
results the horizontal scale of ionospheric perturbation is of the order of 1,000 km which is significantly
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exceeding the vertical scale
s
of altitudde distribution of electron concentration. The plasma ddrifts in the ele
ectric
field resullts in a TEC growth and a decrease in the disturbedd region. The TEC formatiion in this ca
ase is
schematicaally depicted in
i Figure 9. Thhis figure show
ws that if the ffield is directed to the east thhe plasma drifft has
an upwardd direction, annd that in thee zone where the field is ddirected to the west we exppect the downward
direction oof plasma motiion. Calculatioon results show
w that the valuue of field connnected with thhe disturbed cu
urrent
in the globbal circuit exceeeds the backgground value byy several times, so that the pplasma drift in such a field re
esults
in a signifficant change in
i TEC. One sshould keep inn mind that apppearance of thhe electric fieldd in the ionosp
phere
leads not oonly to plasmaa drift in the F layer. As it w
was shown by Sorokin and C
Chmyrev (19999b), the increa
ase in
electric fieeld and heat em
mitted in the E layer of ionossphere leads too the growth of temperature of F layer, forming
the F layerr. The heat fluxx emitted in a tthin conductinng layer in the horizontal elecctric field withh the value 6 mV/m
m
is of the oorder of (10-44~10-3) W/m2. Whereas the conventional heat flux em
mitted by the aabsorption of solar
radiation iin the ionosphhere (~100km
m) is of the orrder of 10-3 W
W/m2, which vvaries dependiing on solar cycle.
c
Consequenntly, the heat emitted by thhe electric currrent in the ioonosphere abovve a seismic zone contribu
utes a
significantt part of generral heat in the ionosphere. H
Heating of the iionosphere by the electric cuurrent increase
es the
scale of alttitude distributtion of ionosphheric componeents and, conseequently, the aaltitude distribuution of ionosp
phere
F layer. It leads to the spatial
s
distribuution of TEC pperturbation w
with one sign inn all the seism
mic zones. Figu
ure 9
illustrates the scheme foor the formatioon of TEC perrturbation connnected with ionospheric heaating by the ele
ectric
current. Heeating of the upper
u
layers off the ionospherre located abovve the bottom iionospheric layyer (120 – 150
0) km
with electrric current is realized
r
by thhe upward trannsport of heateed gas. Calcullations by Sorokin et al. (20
012c)
show that the ionospheriic heating by tthe electric fielld with amplituude 6 mV/m m
may lead to rellative TEC cha
anges
of more thhan ten percentt. Total spatiall distribution oof the TEC perrturbation is deetermined as a result of influ
uence
of these tw
wo effects andd their characteristics dependd on the ratio between them
m. Our calculaation shows that an
increase inn aerosols conncentration neaar the Earth’s ssurface by sevveral times leads to a relative TEC variatio
on of
several tenns of percent. A further calcuulation result oof the horizonttal distributionn of ionospherric temperature
e as a
result of thhe ionosphericc heating by thhe perturbationn of electric ccurrent is preseented in Figurre 10, in which the
spatial disstribution of TEC
T
perturbatiion is due to a combined efffect of the ionnospheric heaating and drift.. The
characterisstics of perturbbation dependd on the ratio bbetween these effects and thhe example off calculation re
esults
shows thatt a reasonable quantity of inj
njected aerosols in the atmospphere is accom
mpanied by thee TEC perturbation
of observeed amplitude.

Figure 9. Schematic illustration
i
of TEC disturbannce due to plassma drift in thee electric field (left panel) an
nd
heating off the ionospherre by electric current (right panel)
In the figgures RTEC iss the relative total electronn contents. 1. Earth’s surfaace. 2. Conduucting layer of the
ionospheree. 3. Injectionn of charged aaerosols by sooil gases. 4. R
Region of EM
MF formation iin the near grround
atmospherre. 5. Perturbattion of electric current in the global circuit
The methood for measuriing TEC usingg GPS receiveers has achieved significant progress latelly. The analyses of
TEC spatiaal distribution have been carrried out, for eexample, by Liu et al. (2001) and Zakhareenkova et al. (2
2007,
2008). Their observationns indicate that there is posssible both thee growth and depletion of T
TEC. Computtation
simulationns show that observed
o
TEC variations cann be appeared when the elecctric field attaains a value (1
1~10)
mV/m in tthe ionospheree at EQ preparaation. At the saame time, therre are absent viisible changes of electric field on
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the Earth’ss surface of a seismic regionn when we dettect the TEC pperturbation. S
Such changes oof electric field are
possible oonly as the ressult of perturbbation of the eelectric currennt in the globaal circuit due to the injectio
on of
charges aeerosols in the atmosphere
a
byy soil gases (ssee details in S
Sorokin and H
Hayakawa (20113)). Turbulent and
convectivee transport of the
t aerosols annd their gravitaational sedimenntation in the aatmosphere, arre found to forrm an
EMF. Incluusion of this EMF
E
in the gloobal circuit is a cause of elecctric current peerturbation therre, and this EM
MF is
found to ddrive the mechaanism of seism
micity transmisssion into the ioonosphere.
Another m
mechanism of seismic-relatedd TEC formattion was consiidered by Kuoo et al. (2011), who assumed
d that
ionospheriic density variations can be ccaused by Earrth’s surface chharges/currentss produced froom electric currrents
associatedd with the stresssed rock (Freeund, 2009). T
The stressed roock acts as a ddynamo to off
ffer currents fo
or the
global circcuit. Their sim
mulation resultts show that a current densiity ~ (10-7~10-6) A/m2 at thhe EQ fault zone is
required too yield daytim
me TEC variatiions of 2–25 %
%. However, tthe vertical coomponent of eelectric field on
n the
Earth’s surrface should be
b ~ (107~108) V/m to obtainn the current w
with such a vaalue. This is inn contradiction with
the observvation data, beccause there aree absent such a field in a seiismic region. R
Really, the field is not excee
eding
their backkground value of the order oof 100 V/m inn a seismic reegion when wee observe the TEC perturba
ation.
Moreover,, the duration of hole currennt with such a value in the stressed rock is only several tens of min
nutes,
which is siignificantly lesss than the existing time of T
TEC perturbatiion.

Figure 100. Calculation results
r
of the T
TEC spatial disstribution (uppper right panel)) and electric ffield (upper lefft) in
the ionnosphere (uppeer left) at a givven distributionn of charged aeerosols concenntration on the Earth’s surface
(bbottom left)
The TEC pperturbation iss resulted from
m combined efffects of ionosspheric heatingg (bottom righht) and plasma drift
(Sorokin eet al., 2012c).
4. Breakd
down Electric Field in the T
Troposphere
It has beenn shown (Sorookin et al., 2011, 2012a,b) thaat the quasi-staatic electric fieeld reaches a bbreakdown value in
the atmospphere at altituddes (5 – 10) km
m over an epiceenter of preparring EQs. The disturbed regiion has a horizontal
scale overr 100 km, andd the vertical scale is of thhe order of 1 km. The atmoospheric turbuulence leads to
o the
appearancee of random ellectric dischargges, and any ddisturbance of atmosphere deensity in the tuurbulent cells might
m
result in thhe occurrence of local breakdown electric field and electtric dischargess. We have devveloped a theo
ory of
generationn of electromaagnetic radiatioon by random
m electric dischharges, in whicch we obtaineed the equation
ns of
electromaggnetic field off radiation gennerated by the troposphere reegion with ranndom dischargges. Calculations of
the spectruum of electrom
magnetic radiaation behind thhe horizon from the epicenteer of seismic rregion are derrived,
which shoows the frequency dependeence of powerr spectrum off radiation at a distance of 300 km from
m the
epicenter of disturbed region in Figgure 11. The electric curreent of random
m discharges iis found to excite
e
electromaggnetic radiation in the rangee of 10-100 MH
Hz with ampliitude 6μV/m. T
The value of sspectrum maximum
depends on the occurrennce frequency of dischargess and their shaape depends onn the time scaale of current wave
w
build-up aand the slope in the dischaarge. The scatttering of VH
HF electromagnnetic waves bby random ele
ectric
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dischargess occurring in the
t tropospherre over a seism
mic region has bbeen considereed in Sorokin eet al. (2014), which
w
are causedd by disturbances of electricc current in thee global atmossphere–ionospphere circuit. IIt is shown tha
at the
electric fieeld of disturbbed current caan reach a breeakdown valuue at the altituudes 5-10 km
m. The method
d for
computingg the mean value
v
of electtromagnetic w
wave fields sccattered by thhe random disscharges has been
elaboratedd, which show
ws that the elecctric field of sscattered wavee exceeds signnificantly that of diffracted wave
w
over the hoorizon. Figure 12 illustrates the scheme for wave propaggation over thee horizon, in w
which the signal of a
VHF transsmitter is scatttered by the diischarges becaause they havee a significant electric conduuctivity. It is sh
hown
that the siggnals of a VHF transmitter aare scattered inn the level of ttroposphere w
with random discharges which are
located at the altitudes from
fr
5 up to 100 km. The thicckness of this llevel is of the order of a few
w km. The scattered
field is prropagated over the horizon with respect to the transm
mitter. The scaattered wave iis found to ex
xhibit
spectral linne broadeningg ∆f0~1/t0 if thhe transmitter w
wave is monoochromatic. Thhat is, the specctral broadenin
ng of
scattered w
wave is conneccted with the teemporal depenndence of dischharge conductiivity (t0, its tem
mporal scale) and
a it
can have a value of the order of (0.1 – 1) kHz. Bassed on our elabborated theoryy the spatial diistribution of mean
m
value of sccattered wave electric field oover the horizoon has been callculated, and thhe result is deppicted in Figurre 13.
We show tthat the radiatiion amplitude increases signnificantly durinng EQ preparaation if its epiccenter is located in
the vicinityy of signal proopagation path.

Figure 11. Spectrum of electromagnettic radiation att distance 300 kkm from the eppicenter. The vvertical section
ns of
line denoote the experim
mental data (Soorokin et al., 20011)

Figure 112. Scheme off the VHF transsmitter signal ppropagation duue to the scatteering by the eleectric discharg
ges
1. Transmiitter. 2. Receivver. 3. Electric discharges in the tropospherre. 4. Directionn of diffractedd wave propaga
ation.
5. Directioon of incident wave
w
propagattion. 6. Directiion of scatteredd wave propaggation (Sorokinn et al., 2014).
med by the obsservational datta of seismic- related VHF radio
The resultts of above-meentioned theorry are confirm
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emissions and VHF traansmitter signnals over the hhorizon durinng EQ preparaation. Observaational data of the
seismic-related VHF raadio emissionss at 41 and 53 MHz obtainned at the fouur stations off Create Island
d are
presented in Figure 11. The
T epicenter oof EQs is locatted at the distaance more thann 300 km behinnd the horizon
n, and
it was thenn shown that VHF
V
radiation is generated att the altitudes 1 – 10 km in tthe atmospheree over the epicenter
of EQs. V
VHF electromaagnetic EQ prrecursors weree registered byy a network oof four stationns of Create Island
(Nomicos et al., 1995; Vallianatos
V
&N
Nomicos, 1998). Since 19922 a special nettwork of telem
metric stations were
establishedd on this islandd for the investtigation of elecctromagnetic pprecursors. At each station thhe VHF radio noise
n
at the two frequencies off 41 and 53 M
MHz, is measurred as one of ddifferent param
meters. These raadiations are found
f
to have occcurred for sevveral days befoore an EQ, andd their durationn reaches severral days. If VH
HF electromag
gnetic
radiation is propagated over
o
the distannce more than a wavelength λλ≈6~7.5m, thee condition of ooptical propagation
is fulfilledd, and consequuently it is possible to receivve the signal att a distance off the order of 3300 km just in case
when its soource is locateed in the atmossphere above E
Earth’s surface. According too Ruzhin et al. (1999) and Ru
uzhin
and Nomiccos (2007), thee region of genneration of VH
HF electromagnnetic radiationn is at the altituudes of the ord
der of
several killometers abovve EQ epicenteers located behhind the horizzon. The frequuencies 41 andd 53 MHz of radio
waves hadd been chosen for electromaagnetic monitooring on Createe Island becauuse the signal-to-noise ratio is an
optimal onne for this freqquency range. N
Noise analysess by Ruzhin annd Nomicos (22007) allow theem to conclude
e that
observed ssignals were geenerated by the seismic origiin, and these oobservation datta are found too be consistent with
the calculaation result byy Sorokin et aal. (2011). Reegistration of tthe VHF transmitter signals over the horizon
shows thaat their amplituude increases significantly during EQ prreparation if thhe epicenter oof a coming EQ
E is
located in the vicinity of signal proppagation path. The result of observationss indicates thaat the tropospheric
region inffluences the siignal propagaation over a seeismic zone; that is, the annomaly in siggnal propagatio
on is
observed dduring several days before ann EQ. The obsserved anomally in the signall propagation oof VHF transm
mitter
at the eve of an EQ is explained by the generationn of scattered field over thee horizon. The analysis of VHF
transmitterr signals over the
t horizon waas also carriedd out by Fukum
moto et al. (20001), Kushida aand Kushida (2
2002)
and Yasudda et al. (20099), and significcant growth inn the signal am
mplitude is obsserved if the ppropagation pa
ath is
located ovver the seismicc region. Fukuumoto et al. (2001) confirmeed that the anoomalous propaagation events were
the result oof scattering of VHF-band raadio waves in the tropospherre immediatelyy prior to an EQ
Q, by documenting
reception at an observattory that was beyond the linne of sight off transmission location. Pilippenko et al. (2
2001)
showed that the receivedd intensities off scattered wavves were strongger when the aantenna was att a shallower angle,
a
which impplied that the scattering boody was in thhe middle atm
mosphere ratheer than in thee ionosphere. This
conclusionn was then fouund to be connsistent with thhe sophisticateed direction fiinding result bby Fukumoto et al.
(2001). Hayakawa et al.
a (2006, 20077) have propoosed a generaation mechanism of atmosppheric disturba
ances
resulting from changess in geochem
mical quantities associated with EQs annd VHF radioo wave refrac
ction.
Yonaiguchhi et al. (2007aa,b) discussed that the effectt of long-range VHF wave ppropagation iss usually due to the
meteorologgical radio duucting, and Mooriya et al. (2010) and Devvi et al. (2012)) have additioonally observed
d the
anomalouss VHF-band raadio-wave proopagation beyoond the line of sight prior to EQs. Radio waves transm
mitted
from a givven FM radio station are coonsidered to bee scattered in such a way thhat they could be received by
b an
observatioon station beyoond the line oof sight. The reesults of calcuulations providded by Sorokiin et al. (2014
4) are
confirmedd by the reportts of observattion of VHF ttransmitter siggnals over the horizon propaagation during
g EQ
preparationn.

Figure 113. Calculationn result of the sspatial distribuution of VHF ttransmitter elecctric field proppagating over the
t
horizon ddue to their scaattering by eleectric dischargees in the elliptiical tropospherric region (Sorrokin et al., 2014)
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One can consider that thhe disturbed reegion may be a source of otther phenomenna; the glow off discharges re
egion
and the attmospheric heaating of the diisturbed regionn (Sorokin et al., 2012a). F
Figure 14 preseents the schem
me of
possible phhenomena. Thhe glow consistts of optical raadiation of elecctric dischargees in the disturbbed region, an
nd the
estimationn of possible glow
g
level of ddisturbed regioon over an epiicenter of prepparing EQ givees approximately 9
kR. This qquantity corressponds to the rradiation of poolar glow with middle intenssity, while the glow of night time
sky is 250 kR for the sakke of comparisson. The occurrrence of breakkdown electricc field in the trroposphere lea
ads to
the Joule heating of thee disturbed reegion over a zzone of EQ ppreparation. Fuurther estimatiions show tha
at the
conductiviity current is at
a a value (10-8-10-7) A/m2, w
which leads too the energy ddissipation of eelectric currentt in a
unit volum
me and a unit time
t
reaching 3×(10-3-10-2) W/m3 at the aaltitude of the order of 10 kkm. So, the heating
rate amounnts to (0.5-5.00) K/day at theese altitudes. T
To determine tthe stationary value of tempperature we have to
take into account the heat
h
conductioon and conveection. Above-presented esttimations show
w a possibilitty of
occurrencee of consideraable phenomenna in the atmoosphere over thhe zone of EQ
Q preparation. The occurrence of
electric diischarges in the
t tropospherre results in tthe growth off ozone conceentration and the generatio
on of
microwavee radiation. Thhese electrom
magnetic and ooptical phenom
mena can be oobserved on thhe satellites, which
w
serve as tthe sources off information on the develoopment of seiismicity. Resuults of theoretiical researches are
confirmedd by the observvation of influeence of lithosppheric activity one the atmossphere and ionnosphere. Base
ed on
the radio-llocator data, Voinov
V
et al. (1992) revealeed the appearaance of distribbuted electric charges above the
epicenter 1 – 3 days beefore the Spitaak EQ, and that the area off charges distriibution was diifferent from those
t
occurred dduring thunderstorms. The gllow of sky at a distance of 100 – 200 km ffrom the epicennter on the eve
e of a
powerful E
EQ (M=7.3) inn China was obbserved at nighht (Zhao & Qiian, 1997). Wiilliams (1989) then noted tha
at the
seismic reelated airglow can reach alttitudes more thhan 1 – 2 km
m at distance 1140 km from the epicenter. The
growth of ozone concenntration was obbserved approxximately at thee same time beefore EQs (Teertyshinikov, 1996).
There havee been observeed outgoing loong wave (8-122 μm) radiationn anomalies inn the atmospheere (10-12 km) with
the thermaal flux intensityy from 4 to 800 Watts per squuare meter in thhe zones ~2.5 degrees in latiitude and longitude
over an EQ region a few weeks to a month beforee a large EQ ((Ouzounov et al., 2007). Ouutgoing long wave
w
radiation ccan be generatted by the ozonne emission (K
Kratz & Cess, 1988) and heaating of the troopospheric lay
yer in
which the electric fieldd attains a breeakdown valuee. In this worrk they used tthe NOAA/IR
R(infra-red) da
ata to
differentiaate between the global and sseasonal variaability and the transient locaal anomalies. T
Thermal anom
malies
before stroong EQs are fuurther discussed by Tronin (22002, 2006) annd Tronin et al.. (2002).

Figure 144. Phenomena aaccompanyingg random electrric discharges in the troposphere
1. Chaoticc electric disscharges. 2. H
Heating of thhe atmospheree in the dischharge region, growth of ozone
o
concentrattion and the geeneration of ouutgoing long w
wave (8-12 μm)) radiation. 3. B
Broadband eleectromagnetic VHF
emission. 4. Airglow inn visible range of wavelengtths. 5. Refracttion and scatteering of VHF radio waves in
n the
tropospherre providing thhe over-the-horrizon receptionn of ground-baased VHF transmitter signalss.
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5. Conclusion
Both regions of atmosphere and ionosphere are a united environment, in which the physical phenomena are
related with each other. Intensive processes in the lithosphere and lower atmosphere give rise to
electrodynamical influence onto the ionospheric plasma. Among them are impending EQs, volcanic eruption,
typhoons, thunderstorms, anthropogenic disasters. According to the LAI (lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere)
coupling model, the growth of electric field in the ionosphere is caused by the formation of an EMF and the
variation of electro-physical characteristics of the lower atmosphere connected with the injection of aerosols and
radioactive substances with soil gases in a seismic region. In the frame of this model, the theoretical
investigations of plasma and electromagnetic effects caused by the current generation in the global circuit have
been derived, and the corresponding calculation results show that the EMF occurrence in the global circuit
results in a set of plasma and electromagnetic phenomena. An increase in the electric field amplitude leads to
AGW instability in the ionosphere. Exponential growth of AGW amplitude in the ionosphere is limited by the
formation of vortexes, and as a result the horizontal irregularities of conductivity are generated in the ionospheric
E layer. The interaction of ambient electric field and irregularities may result in the generation of field-aligned
currents and plasma irregularities elongated along the magnetic field. Such plasma irregularities and
field-aligned currents are caused by magnetic field ULF oscillations, electron density fluctuations, spectral
broadening of VLF transmitter signals registered on board a satellite. Elongated plasma irregularities are likely
to work as ducts and change the whistler characteristics. Scattering of the thunderstorm electromagnetic pulses
by the horizontal irregularities of conductivity in the lower ionosphere is caused by an increase in ELF radiation
registered by satellites and generation of GWs propagated along the ionospheric E layer. Their propagation is
known to form the discrete line spectrum of ULF electromagnetic oscillations and changes the maximum
frequency of SR. Moreover, the occurrence of irregularities in the night ionosphere results in the depression of
ULF pulsations (magnetospheric downgoing Alfvén waves). The growth of electric field up to the breakdown
value in the troposphere is likely to be caused by random electric discharges, VHF radio emissions generated in
the troposphere over the seismic region and propagation of the signals of a VHF transmitter by scattering by the
discharges behind the horizon. Generation of the electric current in the global circuit is accompanied by the
ionospheric modification. First perturbation in the ionospheric D layer is generated by the electron and ion
transfer and electron heating caused by the variation of current in the global circuit. The growth of electric
current then leads to an increase in plasma density in the ionosphere E layer and the formation of sporadic E
layer. The plasma drifts in the electric field and the increase in heat released by the electric current might lead to
the modification of TEC in the F region. The theoretical investigation of above-mentioned phenomena allows us
to interpret the observational data of significant amount of electromagnetic and plasma EQ precursors in terms of
effects of an electric current perturbation in the global circuit.
An electrodynamical model of LAI coupling can be used as a basis of investigation devoted to the search of EQ
and typhoon precursors (Sorokin & Cherny, 1999; Chmyrev et al., 2013). The model links associated
electromagnetic and plasma satellite data with electro-physical and meteorological characteristics of the lower
ionosphere during impending disasters. The model enables us to attribute numerous phenomena in the space
plasma to a single cause; namely the variation of conducting electric current in the global circuit.
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